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Statement of the Chair of the Council

Eesti Post is moving in the
right direction
Meelis Atonen
Chair of the Council of Eesti Post

Eesti Post is worth to be brieﬂy talked
about in the language of numbers. In
2012 revenues amounted to 52.7 million Euros — annual growth rate of
9% — and operating expenses totalled
50.3 million Euros, annual growth rate
of 7%. An 8% decrease in the volume of
traditional mail service was plentifully
compensated by the growth of parcel-, advertising- and e-services, 15.8%
and 48% respectively. Company’s investments totalled 4.8 million Euros
last year, in previous year they were
2.5 million Euros. In the conclusion of
the above mentioned, we can say that
Eesti Post has had a good year.
Eesti Post ended the ﬁnancial year
with proﬁt of 2.52 million Euros,
which again demonstrates the good
result. The revenue is large enough for
the company to pay dividends to the
state — nearly 20% of the revenue, or
400 000 Euros.
The work done is a great foundation to
base the postal and logistic company’s
further development on. The postal
market is changing, e-commerce and
e-services lead to new challenges
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every year. To be able to continue the
creation of new trends in the ﬁeld of
postal and logistics services, the company must constantly contribute to
the development.
In addition to dividends, the proﬁt
will be directed to achieving particular goals set for the coming years. The
company plans to invest 4.8 million
Euros in 2013. This should result in
even higher quality services, in ensuring our positions on the Baltic parcel
market, in expansion of Post24 parcel
locker network, and in the development of postal and e-services.
Aside the customer service, another
very important ﬁeld is caring for employees. Eesti Post with its 2500 employees is one of the largest companies
in Estonia. This sets a great responsibility for the welfare of the staff. With
the proﬁts earned, the company is able
to contribute to the modernisation of
working conditions and raise wages.
By combining these two components — properly thought-out, constantly perfected services and motivated staff — we can be sure that Eesti
Post will be able to not only keep pace
with the changing circumstances, but
to be a step ahead of the most important developments. 2012 proved that
we are heading in the right direction.
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Statement of the Chair of the Board

A year of successful
start-ups
Aavo Kärmas
Chair of the Board of Eesti Post

2012 was a very busy year for Eesti
Post, which is evidenced by a number
of well-established or newly started
services. In 2012 our revenue was two
times higher than the year before, and
the last time the company showed
such good results was before the recession. This is a deﬁnite sign that we
are moving in the right direction. At
the same time it makes us even more
committed to continuing the development and offering customers suitable
solutions.
The largest framework for company’s
operations is set by the strategy until
2016, which was updated in 2012. The
strategy focuses on three main businesses — logistics, infologistics, and
postal services —, their development,
and elaboration of innovative solutions.
Eesti Post can now declare that our
domestic market is not only Estonia,
but all the Baltic States. Besides Estonia the Post24 parcel service and
courier services were also launched in
Latvia and Lithuania, where we have
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companies belonging to our Group.
Due to this, we are the only company
to offer diversiﬁed options for sending
and receiving parcels in all three Baltic
States.
Taking into account our focus on the
main market, we transferred our holding in a Kazakhstan printing services
company. Our main focus is now the
nearby countries.
We are very pleased, that infologistics
services are showing strong growth
trend. The amount of invoices transmitted through the e-Invoicing Centre increased by nearly 50% in a year,
the number of documents forwarded
through the Mail Centre increased by
several times. In autumn of 2012 we
acquired 100% of shares of Estonian
Electronic Mail Ltd., in the beginning of 2013 Estonian Electronic Mail
joined Eesti Post Ltd.
We have to take into consideration the
customers’ need for convenient and
available postal service, therefore we
have adjusted our post ofﬁce network
so that it would be as accessible to
people as possible.
In organising the operation of Eesti
Post, we have always kept in mind
three keywords. First of them is qual-
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ity. The majority of our services are of
better quality than they were last year.
90.1% of letters are delivered on time,
thus fully meeting the requirements
stated in the Postal Act. Particularly
good has been the level of ELS courier
service, the quality of which reaches
over 98%.

before, and the last time the company
showed such good results was before
the recession. This is a deﬁnite sign
that customers have embraced our
new services and this in turn makes us
even more committed to continuing
provision of high quality, proper, and
up to date services.

For improving the management quality we have introduced a performance
management system, where activities
and goals of different units are even
more closely linked to the aims of the
company. In addition we are planning
to evaluate the quality of customer
service by means of a new method.
The second keyword is employees.
The good results of 2012 allow us to
raise workers’ wages and invest even
more in trainings. It is important for
Eesti Post to enhance the situation for
people in a weaker position in a labour
market — we offer ﬂexible employment possibilities to parents of young
children or students and also hire people with special needs.

Focusing on the quality, employee motivation, speciﬁc market, and services
resulted in the international recognition of Eesti Post in 2012. Post24 received a highly valued award in the
postal and logistics world — the World
Mail Award, which acknowledged the
unique opportunity for linking various
channels. Our Mail Centre was awarded the Postal Innovation Award as
the best digital solution in the postal
world.

The third keyword is clients. Eesti Post
focuses on customer needs and offers solutions that contribute to the
growth of customers’ core business.
Our services help to save money or
time, or both. In 2012 our revenue
was two times higher than the year
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OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Operating Environment

OUR VISION
To be the preferred partner for all clients throughout the Baltic region in the value chain for the ﬂ ow of goods and information.

To carry out our vision:
We are reliable – Providing the customer with the right thing at the right time in the right place and amount, with emotions to boot.
We are innovative – We are open, eager to learn and forward-looking; we are familiar with contemporary technologies and global trends;
we anticipate the changing needs of our customers and implement new and exciting ideas.
We create value – We are familiar with our customer’s value chain and concentrate on mutually beneﬁcial solutions and
long-term co-operation.

OUR MISSION
We provide the best solutions in postal services, logistics and infologistics.

To carry out our mission:
We reach everyone in Estonia by means of our widespread delivery-, retail- and logistics network, because no other company
in Estonia has as extensive network as ours.
We provide our customers with high quality services and ﬂexible solutions.
We provide these services in three main ﬁelds – postal services, logistics and infologistics, and have created corresponding
proﬁt divisions for their prioritized development.
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Operating Environment

OUR VALUES
Employees who provide you with client-orientated, reliable and innovative services geared
towards sustainability are our company’s greatest asset.

Client-orientated
• We are able to reach every customer.
• We conduct our business openly and transparently.
• We are ﬂexible.

Reliability
• Our work is based on long experience.
• We have a dedicated team.
• We keep our promises.

Innovation
• We are open to innovation.
• We implement good ideas.

Sustainability
• We achieve the goals we set for ourselves.
• We are economical in our activities.
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Operating Environment
The operation of Eesti Post is affected
by trends in the global postal and logistics market, as well as by the local
economic environment. The economic
growth in Estonia slowed down to
2.9% in 2012 due to the deterioration
in the external environment. The main
driver for the growth of the Estonian
economy is manufacturing industry,
the added value of which largely depends on the export of production.

ing further economic growth. Scarcity
of labour force can also lead to pressure for hasty increase in salaries and
risk of intensiﬁed price increase.
In 2012 the inﬂation was 4.3%, which
exceeds the estimations made in June
due to prices for energy and food,
which were greater than expected.
The Bank of Estonia has projected that
in the next two years the inﬂation will
slow down dropping to 3.6% in 2013
and to 2.4% in 2014.

According to the preliminary data and
taking into account the price effects,
the growth of the export of goods accelerated to 10% mainly due to the export of computers, electronic and optical equipment, beverages, agricultural
and hunting products. The economic
growth was slowed down mainly by
the decrease in the added value of agricultural, forestry, ﬁshing, and real estate activities.

Since 1 April 2009, Eesti Post operates
an open postal market. The Estonian
Competition Authority has issued
Eesti Post a universal postal service
license which is valid until 2014. The
universal postal service is a consistent,
high-quality, and affordable provision
of postal services within the territory
of the Republic of Estonia on the basis
of and in a way provided by the legislation.

The developments in the labour market
were favourable in 2012, employment
increased steadily and the unemployment rate continuingly decreased. The
shortage of labour force has recently
increased limiting the manufacturing
activities, and the persistence of high
structural unemployment may hinder
the development of the Group, inhibit-

The management of Eesti Post is
based on the Corporate Governance
Guidelines. Since the sole shareholder
of Eesti Post is the Republic of Estonia
and shareholder’s rights are exercised
by the Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Communications represented by
the Minister of Economic Affairs and
Communications, the Group’s man-
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agement is based also on the State Assets Act, Commercial Code, and other
legislations and statutes of the company.

The main driver for the growth of the Estonian economy is
manufacturing industry, the added value of which largely
depends on the export of production. The growth of the
export of goods accelerated to 10% mainly due to the
export of computers, electronic and optikal equipment,
beverages, agricultural and hunting products.
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Logistics

Logistics – spokesman of
the e-commerce
Ansi Arumeel
Head of Logistics Division

Speaking in the language of numbers,
two million parcels were sent via Eesti
Post in 2012, which is 15% more than
in the previous year.
The best example for trends in the
development of parcel market is the
combination between e-commerce
and parcel lockers. In Europe the retail
is increasingly moving online and people receive goods by courier services.
Estonia is still under-developed in this
area, for example in the UK the share
of e-commerce in the total retail sales
is twice as high as in Estonia.
Among other things, the fact that Estonian merchants cannot expect the
support of the legislator in the EU
must also be taken into account. The
EU is facing the establishment of a socalled common e-market at the moment. This would mean that the same
rules would apply to everyone but due
to the different scaling, the larger merchants have much better chances.

The clearest trend in the logistics
and postal market is decrease in the
need for traditional mail service and
increase in parcel shipments. Figuratively speaking, letters have moved
into computers, and parcel service providers are looking for solutions on how
to deliver parcels with minimal effort.
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Rapid development of Post24
In this case Eesti Post can offer support to the local merchants: in 2012
we were able to properly work in the
Post24 parcel locker network. Currently the lockers are located in 50 sites,
but in 2013 we expect at least two

rounds of enlargement, one in the
spring and second in the summer.
In 2012 our company offered assistance in common marketing arrangement to several undertakings. Eesti
Post’s fanbase on Facebook comprised
50 000 people in 2012. By joint campaigns organised together with eshops, we helped them to reach the
potential customers and showed our
Facebook friends that e-shopping is
very convenient and safe.
Acceptance and correct market position of Post24 are evidenced by the fact
that people pick up their parcels from
parcel lockers usually two to three
times faster than from the post ofﬁce,
usually within the ﬁrst 24 hours. This
shows that people value the ﬂexibility
in their time management, one-ﬁfth
of the parcels are picked up after the
closing time of shopping centres.
It is also important that Post24 is now
operating in all three Baltic States —
we have expanded our network to

Latvia and Lithuania. This means that
a parcel can be sent from locker in any
Baltic State and be received in a locker in any partner country. We already
have the ﬁrst business clients who are
eager to take advantage of this opportunity. For example one mail order
sale company sends its goods to parcel
lockers in Lithuania instead of using
post ofﬁces.
In 2012 we purchased one of the largest local package delivery companies
in Lithuania – Unipakas UAB. The same
subcompany also operates in Latvia.
This makes it possible to provide customers with a service of controlled
quality because the whole chain
consists of companies from our own
Group.
Across the Baltic States, a self-service
environment for parcel services operates which makes parcel delivery faster and more convenient. If a customer
does not wish to use a parcel locker or
it is impossible due to technical reasons, a parcel can still be registered

Currently Post24 lockers are located in 50 sites, but in 2013
we expect at least two rounds of enlargement, one in the
spring and second in the summer.
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from a home computer and headed
over for shipment to a post ofﬁce.
The largest parcel service in terms of
turnover is courier service. In this ﬁeld
Eesti Post has reached a consistently
high level: the quality of delivery is
98–99%. This means that this many
parcels reach customers via courier at
the right time.

Complex solutions for warehousing

Logistics

pany Triangle Management Services
Ltd awards the most effective and innovative solutions and best practices
in postal and logistics industry. In the
retail network category the highest
award was granted to Post24 parcel
locker network. The international company recognised Eesti Post for skilled
connection of parcel locker, post ofﬁce
and courier network. The prize is considered the most prestigious recognition in the ﬁeld in the world, so-called
Oscar award of the postal world.

Besides parcel service, the customers
of Eesti Post also expect more complex
solutions. In addition to parcel delivery
there is also a demand for warehousing and assembling of goods.
For Eesti Post the service with the largest impact in this ﬁeld was a contribution to the success of the census in
2012. Eesti Post assembled enumerators’ equipment and delivered it to
them, as well as gathered the equipment back together after the census.

Oscar of postal services goes to
Eesti Post
Eesti Post parcel lockers Post24 were
recognised worthy of the high international award in 2012. The international research and consulting com-
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Infologistics

Infologistics — innovative
solutions provider
Mait Sooaru
Member of the Board

of private persons. There is no accurate
statistics in that ﬁeld, but with a very
high probability Estonia is the leader
in Europe. At least 30% of invoices outgoing to private persons are fully digital and this proportion is constantly
increasing. In this ﬁeld we are competing for the ﬁrst position with Denmark, Iceland, and Norway; Finland,
for example, is very far behind.

convenience. A pdf ﬁle sent between
companies via e-mail is not an e-invoice; the goal is to digitise the whole
process: issuer of the invoice has information digitally, the recipient will
receive its invoice digitally and bank
transfers are digital as well. Thus, e-Invoicing Centre helps digitise the whole
process from issuer’s data system to
recipient’s data system.

Securing market position of
e-Invoicing Centre

Eesti Post helps to streamline the entire process. If a supplier cannot issue
an e-invoice due to technical or any
other reasons, Eesti Post is offering a
complete solution. All customer invoices are digitised and then forwarded in a suitable format.

Eesti Post has a very clear role in narrowing this gap. 2012 may be considered as a breakthrough year because
legal persons started to use more
e-invoices as well. E-Invoicing Centre
belongs to our group that promotes
e-invoicing among private persons
and companies. E-Invoicing Centre has
been particularly successful in helping
digitise local self-government invoices.

The clearest trend in information logistics is a continuing digitisation of
the society. This is most noticeable in
the ﬁeld of invoices, since invoices are
becoming digital in Estonia, as well as
elsewhere in the world.
Position of Estonia is dual. On the one
hand, we are very successful in terms
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For better and complete customer
service, Eesti Post acquired a hundred
per cent holding of Estonian Electronic
Mail. Printing service in itself was not
very promising, because companies
have the need to organise the entire
ﬁeld of invoicing. Electronic mail is
now a part of complete bid of infologistics and the integration process is
completed.

More than 500 publicly owned institutions and more that 1000 private
sector companies are using services
of e-Invoicing Centre. Tallinn was the
ﬁrst large local self-government that
started accepting exclusively digital
invoices in 2012.

Breakthrough year for the Mail
Centre

Opting for e-invoicing is based on
two criteria: money savings and

The Mail Centre, created for a more
convenient and easier sending of let-

ters, has proved its importance for
clients in 2012. The number of letters
passing through the Mail Centre is
larger than even the most optimistic
forecasts have anticipated. In the ﬁrst
year of operation, the number of clients was approximately 300, ca 100
of whom were active monthly users.
In 2012 the volume of correspondence
items reached 25,000 per month.

For the Mail Centre it is important to
provide intelligent solutions for the
clients. The Mail Centre also offers the
opposite of printing service i.e. digitising. The service can be used once, for
example, for archive digitisation, or
constantly in order to facilitate business. For example a meter reading
can be posted directly to the Mailing
Centre, we digitise it and then forward
it to the client.
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As a new direction, we started offering
a digitisation of all customers’ correspondence. The idea behind it is that
modern companies receive a large
amount of letters, opening, sorting and
transfer to the right people of which
is very time consuming for workers.
The Mail Centre comes to the rescue:
all letters addressed to clients’ physical mailbox are sorted, digitised and
forwarded electronically. Along with
document management system it allows saving a lot of time and expenses. Digitisation of correspondence is
automated, machines open envelopes
and scanners digitise. This helps maintaining the secrecy of the message, in
addition a conﬁdentiality agreement
was concluded and Eesti Post takes
the whole responsibility for conﬁdentiality.
Direct mail allows reaching people

with a speciﬁc customer proﬁle, which
in turn enables to create more targeted messages. Uniqueness of the
product allows companies reach out
to new potential clients while excluding already existing loyal customers. It
gives the opportunity to target messages very speciﬁcally, focusing on
the acquisition of new customers. Volume of direct advertising grew by over
200% in the previous year.

self. This means that a person’s name
and address can be put together only
upon an individual’s own request.
As a whole, it can be said that infologistics business grew remarkably in
2012. E-services increased by 48%. The
increase in market shares of Eesti Post,
as well as creation of a new market
segment for digitisation of invoices
stand behind this growth.

As regards to direct mail, it is important to point out that Eesti Post pays
very close attention to the protection
of personal data. We use only publicly
available data, the majority of which
is acquired from the Population Register. Eesti Post does not create new databases, but prints and posts clients’
messages to people who ﬁt the desired
proﬁle. The client will ﬁnd out person’s
data only in case when the advertising
recipient approaches the offerer him-

E-Invoicing Centre has been particularly successful in helping digitise local self-governmentinvoices. More than 500
publicly owned institutions and more that 1000 private
sector companies are using services of e-Invoicing Centre.
Tallinn was the ﬁrst large local self-government that started accepting exclusively digital invoices in 2012.
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Postal services

Postal services — network
covering the whole Estonia
Jaan Vainult
Head of Postal Services Division

and if we are lucky it will cease by 2020.

From a letter carrier to
advertising
In contrast, the delivery of direct mail
has increased by around 10%. It can
be said with certainty that in the cities letters have been replaced by direct
mailing. Delivery of periodicals is of
major importance in rural areas.
Delivery of periodicals has been fairly
consistent: in 2012 it decreased by ca
2%, for this year we predict a less than
1% decrease. With Eesti Post we must
take into account that we provide delivery of periodicals in smaller towns
and rural areas where reading periodicals by means of smart devices is not
as widespread as in larger cities, where
we do not make such deliveries.

Decline in the relative importance of
classical letter delivery service reached
larger countries in 2012. In Estonia
the market of the letter delivery service decreased by ca 8–10% over a
year. This trend will probably continue
for the next few years, by 2015 the
decrease should stay around 5–6%,
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There are two main directions for compensating for a decrease in the letter
delivery service turnover. One is a
greater appreciation of direct mail and
the other is control of expenses.
In retail network we implemented
a performance system for customer
service staff and in 2012 we drew up
new bases for salary system of delivery network staff. This motivates the
staff to sell more and delivery network

employees receive extra pay according
to the volume of deliveries. Additional
dimension is the quality. Customers’
feedback and evaluation are very important in knowing whether they are
satisﬁed with the quality and pricing
of the provided services.

From a post ofﬁce to the post
establishment
At the end of 2012, 364 post ofﬁces
operating under the trademark of Eesti Post were offering their services (excluding delivery centres), 70 of which
are operating as post ofﬁces managed
by our co-operation partners. Altogether 29 post ofﬁces were opened,
14 of them in Võru and Põlva county
in co-operation with local consumer
cooperatives.
Retail sales turnover of post ofﬁces
was signiﬁcantly affected by the lottery market. Whenever a new lottery
is released, the volume of retail sales
increases. Relative importance of the
calling card sales has also decreased
since the introduction of a new gen-

eration of cards. Since a new code can
now be obtained from the server electronically scrapable calling cards are
not sold anymore.
The development of e-commerce has
had a substantial impact on post ofﬁce activities, more and more parcels
are going through post ofﬁces. For the
ﬁrst time in Pärnu and Tartu it is possible to receive parcels from the nearest post ofﬁce. Overall we are moving
in the direction that a customer will
be able to choose in which post ofﬁce
their parcel shall be issued.
At the end of 2012 turnover of post
ofﬁces increased due to collaboration
with other legal persons. To name a
few: Eesti Energia whose free-market
contracts can be awarded by means of
Eesti Post and Tallinn City Government
whose joint cards can also be obtained
in Eesti Post ofﬁces.

From money order to plastic
money
In 2012 the volume of money order

The development of e-commerce has had a substantial
impact on post ofﬁce activities, more and more parcels are
going through post ofﬁces.
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services decreased. One of the reasons
is decrease in the number of clients.
For example Russia paid its military
pensioners with money order and decline of this target group is inevitable.
The second reason is that people’s
habits and opportunities are changing. During the recession range of
Western Union money order users diminished and now bank transactions
are mostly used.
Money order service is thus becoming
a niche product, which is used when
ATM is not nearby or in case there is a
need to use cash.
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Family- and employee-friendly company

Family and employee
friendly company

developmental and caring for mental
health surroundings.

Kadi Tamkõrv

For this purpose every year the company contributes more and more to
staff training and development. In addition to upgrading the professional
skills the main focus is on an employee’s personal development. Creating
mentally strong and healthy working
environment also involves training for
managers, because employees’ welfare largely depends on their expertise.

Head of Human Resource

An action plan for enhancing employees’ capacity and satisfaction has been
set out. In particular we pay attention
to the development of information
systems and performance management, it is important to set the remuneration subject to performance. In
2012 we implemented the new performance pay system to post ofﬁce
customer service and in March of 2013
the new system was imposed to mailmen.
Eesti Post with its 2500 employees is
one of the largest companies in Estonia. This leads to a great responsibility
in shaping the working environment,
as well as creating possibilities for recreation. It is of the utmost importance
for the company to ensure its employees, besides physically safe and comfortable working environment, the
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For better recognition of our goals
this year we drafted scorecards for all
departments of Eesti Post and implemented a new mode during employee
evaluation of heads of department
and group leaders.
For better improvement of employee

skills and capacity we offer the opportunity to work part-time. Elderly workers, young parents and students take
most advantage of this opportunity.
For employees with children Eesti Post
created an option to take their descendants to work if necessary and leave
them in a special children room under
the care of experienced educators. For
physical and mental restoration is responsible our own sports club, allowing advantageously use of the services
of more than 40 contractors (swimming pools, gyms, ball game halls) all
over Estonia, including every county.
Such a nationwide network gives employees the message that we equally
value all our workers, not only the ones
working in larger cities.

Every year the company contributes more and more to staff
training and development. In addition to upgrading the
professional skills the main focus is on an employee’s personal development. Creating mentally strong and healthy
working environment also involves training for managers,
because employees’ welfare largely depends on their expertise.
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TRENDS OF 2012

PARCEL VOLUME GROWTH 15,1% / ADVERTISING MAIL GROWTH 7,7% / DECLINE IN LETTER VOLUMES 8%
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MAIN ACTIVITY INDICATORS
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BALANCE SHEET
2010

2011

2012
Dept and equity structure

Ratios
Liquidity ratio

1,19

1,45

1,30

Short-term liabilities

37,8%

32,4%

38,2%

Solvency level

0,7

0,8

0,8

Long-term liabilities

4,9%

6,4%

3,5%

Debt-to-equity ratio

16,6%

8,6%

5,3%

57,3%

61,2%

58,3%

Capitalisation ratio

7,8%

9,5%

5,7%
Short-term liabilities

88,6%

83,4%

91,6%

Long-term liabilities

11,4%

16,6%

8,4%

Equity
Liabilities structure

Assets structure
Current assets

45,1%

47,1%

49,7%

Fixed assets

54,9%

52,9%

50,3%
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BALANCE SHEET
31.12.2012 31.12.2011
ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Current assets
Cash
Trade and other receivables
Stocks
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

Short-term liabilities
14 831

10 587

Loan obligations

672

932

7 471

7 944

Subsidies payable

3 620

2 400

12 409

9 722

0

216

16 701

13 270

875

770

23 177

19 301

0

116

Long-term receivables

2 100

1 524

Tangible ﬁxed assets

16 107

16 007

5 247

4 061

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

23 454

21 708

TOTAL ASSETS

46 631

41 009

Intangible ﬁxed assets

Provisions
Total short-term liabilities

Fixed assets
Investments in associated companies

Trade and other payables

Long-term liabilities
Long-term loan obligations

782

1 222

Other payables

1 967

1 420

Total long-term liabilities

2 748

2 642

19 450

15 912

15 714

15 714

1 277

1 219

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Equity
Capital and reserves attributable to equity holder
of the Parent Company
Share capital
Statutory reserve capital
Unrealised exchange differences

1

0

Retained earnings

10 063

7 738

Total equity and reserves attributable to equity holder of
the Parent Company

27 055

24 672

126

425

TOTAL EQUITY

27 181

25 096

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

46 631

41 009

Non-controlling interest
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INCOME STATEMENT
2012

2011

50 725

45 943

1 298

1 388

Other revenue

653

883

Total revenues

52 677

48 214

-16 984

-14 087

Revenues
Sales revenue
Subsidies received

Business expenses
Raw materials and consumables used
Miscellaneous operating expenses
Salaries and taxes
Depreciation and impairment
Other operating expenses
Total business expenses
Operating proﬁt
Capital gain from associated companies

-7 413

-7 362

-22 491

-23 089

-2 988

-2 516

-463

-177

-50 339

-47 231

2 338

984

116

70

Financial revenues

89

224

Financial expenses

-76

-100

Proﬁt before taxes

2 467

1 178

-52

0

2 519

1178

2 518

1 171

1

7

Income tax
Net proﬁt for the ﬁnancial year
Aruandeaasta puhaskoondkasum
Equity holder of the Parent Company
Non-controlling interest
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
2012

2011

Cash ﬂow from operations
Net proﬁt for the reporting period

Cash ﬂow from ﬁnancing activieties
2 519

1 178

Adjustments:
Depreciation and decrease in value of ﬁxed assets

2 988

2 516

Proﬁt from the sale of ﬁxed assets, from write-offs

275

-481

-116

-70

Interest income

-89

-212

Interest expense

60

100

Change in receivables and prepayments related to
operations

155

1 327

Change in stocks

-97

-37

30

0

2 888

-443

Proﬁt/loss from shares of associated companies

Change in liabilities and prepayments related to
operations
Total cash ﬂow from operations
Rahavood äritegevusest kokku

8 613

3 873

-1 625

-1 651

142

963

-1 443

0

172

0

Bank loans received

0

3 537

Repayment of loans

-537

-5 407

Repayment of ﬁnancial lasing principals

-675

-1 103

Acquisition of non-controlling interest

-461

-525

Dividends paid

-29

0

Interest paid

-60

-100

-1 762

-3 598

4 245

-199

10 587

10 786

4 244

-199

Total cash ﬂow from ﬁnancing activities
Total cash ﬂows
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Change in cash and cash equivalents
Unrealised exchange differences
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

1

0

14 831

10 587

Cash ﬂow from investment activities
Acquisition of ﬁxed assets
Sale of ﬁxed assets
Acquisition of subsidiaries
Proceeds from sale of associates
Dividends from associates received

59

0

Interest received

89

212

-2 606

-476

Total cash ﬂow from investments
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